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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

Covid19 and all its mutations continues to limit our lives and frustrate the best laid fishing 

plans. 

 

However, at this stage, it would appear that the modelling has almost been “de-railed”, 

with the earlier forecast of thousands of cases a day by now, currently showing a downward 

trend from only a couple of hundred. Hopefully, the bringing forward of the booster 

program to a 3 month interval will help in further protecting all vaccinated individuals. 
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What is clearly a very hot summer, has resulted in some encouraging fishing reports from 

those fortunate enough to find themselves in the “right place at the right time”. Insect 

activity is intense and even in suburban Auckland, cicadas are heard singing right through 

the humid nights. A number of Facebook postings by dedicated anglers, particularly from 

back country locations, has included some impressive catches of both rainbows and 

browns, with a significant proportion caught on dry flies, which is generally regarded as 

the purest form of the flyfishing art. 

 

From a (probably selfish) viewpoint, one of the obvious benefits of the world-wide scourge 

of covid, is that it has prevented many overseas anglers from visiting our shores thereby, 

at least in some areas, increasing the “gap” between people fishing and perhaps even 

eliminating the disturbing sound of helicopter rotors in what should ideally be, an 

environment of stimulating solitude.  

 

That reduced level of intensity will also, with any luck, mean more successful spawning 

and enhancement of what, too many of us, is one of the world’s premier trout fishing 

locations. 

 

If the current weather pattern continues and extends into one of those old fashioned “Indian 

Summers” and the battle with covid19 yields some encouraging results, who knows? We 

might all be able to get out and enjoy some unrestricted angling success. In the meantime, 

take sensible precautions and stay as healthy as possible because self isolation cannot 

possibly be an enjoyable experience! 

 

A shorter article than usual but then again, I have been unable to “wet a line” for some time 

so there is little to boast about. I am certainly looking forward to a return to some sort of 

“normality”. 

 

Dave Symes 

President. 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

Hot, low rivers have made for some trying conditions for most heading out into our ‘local’ 

waters. However, the recent rain has put a much better flow into them and has cooled them 

all down. If you get the chance, heading out later this week should be epic. The Cicadas 

are out in big numbers down country so make sure you have some big bushy dry flies with 

you. 
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Rob took his 

stand up paddle 

board for a tour 

up a Waikato 

river looking for 

likely looking 

spots. He found 

this lovely 

Brownie feeding 

under a tree. 

After going 

ashore and much 

climbing through 

trees he got a cast 

in and it gobbled 

his fly. It was so 

keen to eat that it 

swallowed the fly 

right down and 

was consequently 

bound for the 

dinner table. 

When Rob opened 

the fish up its 

stomach was full 

to bursting with 

Cicadas! Photo 

courtesy of Rob 

Nelson. 

 

 

 

 

Rotorua  

The river mouths on Lake Rotorua have all been fishing well, and have consequently 

received some heavy fishing pressure. There have been huge numbers of fish coming into 

the cooler water of the stream mouths for several weeks. However this rain will probably 
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cool the lake down a little, but give it a week of warm weather and the mouths will fire up 

again.  

The Rotorua tributaries have been at record low levels and fishing hard. With most fish in 

them having already seen a hundred flies. But again, the recent rain has put a flood through 

and will do two things, a) make the fish in there already a lot less spooky in the coloured 

water, and b) bring a run of fresh fish from the lake up the rivers. 

 

 

 

Kerry has been making 

weekly visits to the 

Ngongotaha and has 

watched the fishing get 

harder and harder with each 

passing visit, but as can be 

seen here he is still getting 

his’fix’. No doubt he will be 

there this week and will 

‘clean up’. Photo courtesy of 

Kerry Blank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taupo 

Lake Otamangakau has been producing some absolutely cracking fish lately and the insect 

activity during the day has been spectacular.  

 

Harling and trolling the drop offs has continued to be successful for the early risers on Lake 

Taupo itself. 

 

For the rivers, the only reports I have heard are from the Tongariro and that is providing 

mixed results. For those prepared to adapt to the conditions and use longer and lighter 
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leaders combined with a stealthy approach there have been some very nice fish coming to 

the net. For those sticking to the big fluffy indicator with a ‘bomb’ and a Bug approach the 

results have been less successful.  

 

Saltwater 

No reports from the salt unfortunately, constant strong onshore easterlies make fly fishing 

less than easy. 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

As normal there was no Meeting in January. 

  

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 15th FEBRUARY 7.30 PM  

 

Due to the current Omicron outbreak this month’s Club Meeting will be an online affair, 

as we were forced to do during last year’s lock downs. 

 

Full details of the Meeting, including a link and a password were emailed out to everyone 

on Saturday. 

 

 

WHY WE FISH 

 

If you aren’t a fisher you’ll see many things, but the river, except where it is ridden by 

waterfowl or waded by moose, will rarely enter your thoughts, much less stimulate your 

spirit. It’s different if you fish. The surface of the water tells a story.... 

Paul Schullery 

 

 

 

 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 

Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

 

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

mailto:barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
mailto:ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
mailto:email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
mailto:gd.bolstad@gmail.com
mailto:pamanddek@outlook.com
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Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.  

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is 

Russell Nelson. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

Laws: We know what they are, and what they are worth! They are spider webs for the 

rich and mighty, steel chains for the poor and weak, fishing nets in the hands of the 

government. 

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon 

 

 

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 

Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in April.  

Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter. 
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING 

COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 

salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

 

CLUB TRIPS 2021 

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes  

March – Lake Otamangakau  

April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip  

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2022   

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2022 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2022 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2022 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 

FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA 

 

MARCH CLUB TRIP TO LAKE OTAMANGAKAU 

 

These Club Trips, and any planned Club Competition Trips, have been cancelled due to 

the Omicron outbreak.  

 

 

CASTING TUITION – SEEKING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

 

Your Committee is trying to find the best way to continue the Casting Tuition that we once 

ran when we were based at the Milford Marina. 

 

http://www.nsff.org.nz/
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If you would be interested in receiving some Casting Tuition please let us know as soon as 

possible. This is for all ability levels. Also, please try and give us an idea of what you 

would expect that Tuition to look like. 

 

As a Committee we have discussed a variety of options, from running Instruction on Club 

Nights before the Meetings through to heading to a park with water such as Onepoto 

Domain at the foot of Onepoto Road in Northcote, or Sylvan Park at Lake Pupuke in 

Milford. 

 

So please contact us as soon as possible if you are interested.  

 

Simon  - 021 037 6047 -  hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Duncan – 021 648 956  - iconpromote@gmail.com  

 

 

 

Fish Your Feet First! 

mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

 

In a Chicago hospital, a gentleman had made several attempts to get into the men's 

restroom, but it had always been occupied. A nurse noticed his predicament. 

Sir, she said "You may use the ladies room if you promise not to touch any of the buttons 

on the wall." 

 

He did what he needed to, and as he sat there he noticed the buttons he had promised not 

to touch. 

 

Each button was identified by letters: WW, WA, PP, and a red one labelled ATR. 

 

Who would know if he touched them? 

 

He couldn't resist. He pushed WW. Warm water was sprayed gently upon his bottom. 

What a nice feeling, he thought. Men restrooms don't have nice things like this. 

 

Anticipating greater pleasure, he pushed the WA button. Warm air replaced the warm 

water, gently drying his underside. 

 

When this stopped, he pushed the PP button. A large powder puff caressed his bottom 

adding a fragile scent of spring flower to this unbelievable pleasure. The ladies restroom 

was more than a restroom, it is tender loving pleasure. 

 

When the powder puff completed its pleasure, he couldn't wait to push the ATR button 

which he knew would be supreme ecstasy. 

 

Next thing he knew he opened his eyes, he was in a hospital bed, and a nurse was staring 

down at him. 

 

"What happened?" he exclaimed. “The last thing I remember was pushing the ATR 

button”. 

 

"The button ATR is an Automatic Tampon Remover. Your penis is under your pillow." 

 

"MEN NEVER LISTEN" 
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DON’T RIDE THE BRAKES DURING YOUR FLY CASTING 

 

 
Don’t Ride the Brakes During Your Fly Casting. Photo By: Louis Cahill 

 

Are You Finding That You’re Lacking Distance And Falling Short Of Your Target 

With Your Fly Casting? 

 

Is your power and line speed insufficient? If the answer is yes, I bet you’re also getting a 

fair amount of tailing loops or dreaded wind knots aren’t you? Come on, be honest. There’s 

absolutely nothing to be ashamed of if you’re periodically falling into this category with 

your fly casting. Believe me when I say, you’re not at all alone. I see it regularly on the 

water guiding, and most of the time anglers struggling with these problems usually are only 

doing one thing wrong with their fly casting. Nine times out of ten, in this scenario, anglers 

are decelerating their fly rod during their forward cast, back cast, or even both, in some 

cases. What you need to be doing to fix this problem is smoothly accelerating your fly rod 

during your casting stroke, making sure you’re stopping the rod at its fastest point. This 

will allow your fly rod to distribute the energy loaded during your cast efficiently, and 

you’ll have plenty of power (line speed) to reach your targets. 
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Deceleration During Your Casting Stroke:  Short Story & Case Study 

 

This past fall I was fishing big attractor dry flies with a client of mine. There were plenty 

of big fish willing to rise to our offerings, but to get them to eat, we had to stay far back 

and make long casts to them. Otherwise they’d spot us and spook. My client, a capable fly 

fisherman with strengths in short presentations and roll casts, developed a weakness for 

distance, when a head wind picked up. No matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t get the 

distance needed to present his dry fly ahead of the fish. Several minutes we worked a prime 

piece of water that I knew had some eager fish looking up, but we got no takes. My client 

turned to me and said, “They must not like this fly pattern”. I replied, “You may be right 

man”, and I handed him the nymph rig and pointed upstream to our next fishing spot. But 

what I really wanting to say is, “No, the fly pattern is good, you’re just not getting the fly 

anywhere close to your target”. 

 

There are times when the best thing you can do guiding is to go along with your clients and 

not voice the complete truth. Now it’s important to understand that I had already explained 

to him a couple different times, that the problem he was having is that he was slowing 

down his fly rod to a stop during his casting stroke, and it was sucking his power and 

distance out of his cast. If I would have pointed out that he failed to get bites because of 

his inability to correct his deceleration problem during his casting stroke, it would have 

killed his morale and confidence. And that could have started a falling domino effect, 

resulting in his fishing skills going down the tubes the remainder of the day. Instead, I 

decided to cut our losses, and move him up river to another hole where I could position 

him close enough to make a good presentation, and he quickly hooked up. 

The moral of the story is, know your clients limits. Sometimes you have to be willing to 

walk away from a prime opportunity if your angler can’t execute. Remember, some success 

is better than no success. Do your best to diagnose and fix casting mechanic errors, but 

understand you only have so much time on the water, and some battles can’t be won during 

a single day on the water. 

Keep it Reel 

Kent Klewein 

Gink & Gasoline 
www.ginkandgasoline.com  

 

 

https://www.ginkandgasoline.com/
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AUCKLAND WAIKATO FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE - FEBRUARY  

 

 

 

 Right: 

Auckland 

Waikato Fish & 

Game staff 

member Dr 

Adam Daniel 

with a 

Whakapapa 

River rainbow. 

 

 

 

Summer Fishing Is On 

The warm hot weather has pushed fish to higher elevations where they can find cool, 

oxygenated water. 

Water temperature in streams without shade can skyrocket, so most lowland streams in the 

Waikato are not suitable for trout in the summer, forcing fish to move upstream or to 

thermal refuges like spring creeks. 

The good news for anglers is that fish are concentrated and hungry. 

The key to finding fish will be finding cold water. In our streams, this means going 

upstream to shaded areas at higher elevation, and on the hydro lakes, it means fishing 

around cool inlet streams. 

Summer drift dives have begun, and some of our streams are very stressed due to prolonged 

summer heat and heavy algal growth. 

The bright side is that record numbers of trout have been reported in our initial drift dives. 
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South Waikato and Whanganui headwater streams have been fishing very well, but please 

remember fish caught in water temperatures above 19°C have low survival rates if 

releasing, so please find cool water or kill the fish you catch. Even if you are fly fishing, 

you expect at least one in three fish you release to die at a minimum. 

 

 

Dead eels in a Waikato drain. 

 

 

 

What To Do If You See A Fish Kill  

1)     Call the local regional council immediately 

 Auckland 09 377 3107 

 Waikato 0800 800 402 

 Horizons 0508 800 800  

2)     Document as much as possible 

 Take pictures 

 Note how many and what kind of fish 

 Are there dead ducks 

 If you are on a river, can you find the most upstream point of the fish kill 

 If you have a very clean jar, take a water sample, and put it on ice (wear gloves) 

3)     If you are as unhappy as we are about the state of our river and lakes, tell 

everyone you can 

 Send an email or letter to your local MP 

 Get it to the news 

 Post it on social media 

Regional councils normally investigate fish kills, and the only way their staff have a chance 

of finding the source of a spill is to get there quickly before the evidence is washed away. 
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So, if you don’t know the source of the fish kill, the best thing you can do is call quickly 

with as much information as possible. 

Don’t be surprised if council staff don’t seem concerned; they, unfortunately, deal with 

fish kills all the time due to poor water quality. 

The only way water quality in New Zealand is going to improve is if our leaders think it is 

important. 

But don’t expect council staff to raise the alarm bells with the media or politicians, get the 

best pictures you can and call a local news agency.  

Tight Lines 

 

 

Pawel with the fruits of fishing in the dark. Most of us put our feet up and enjoy a dram 

or two once darkness hits but it can be a very successful time to fish. Photo courtesy of 

Pawel Mikolajczyk. 
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EASTERN FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE - FEBRUARY  

Summer heat is improving 

success rates for anglers 

fishing Lake Rotorua’s stream 

mouths. 

The lake’s surface temperature 

has been sitting well above 20 

Degrees Celsius since early in 

December and occasionally 

peaking up to 25 degrees. 

Trout began congregating into 

the cool in-flowing streams 

and sitting at the stream 

mouths in December with 

numbers steadily increasing 

throughout January. 

Right: A "picket fence" of 

anglers at the Awahou Stream 

mouth. 

Exceptional catch rates have 

resulted for both shore-based 

fishers wading the stream 

mouths and boaties spinning 

and shallow trolling beyond 

the regulated 200m mark. 

Preferred methods include fly fishing with a floating line and smelt patterns, small dark 

woolly buggers or small nymphs often suspended under an indicator, spin fishing with 

silver or black and gold Glimmys or shallow trolling with monofilament, Tassies and a 

smelt fly. 

You need to locate the cooler water for best results – it isn’t hard to find, you’ll feel it easily 

through waders and be aware that the wind direction affects the location of the cold water. 

Rainbows are plentiful, browns less common but larger, and arguably more rewarding. 

With big catch rates in the heat, it’s more important than ever to practice good technique 

when handling fish you intend to release. Keep them in the water 100% of the time, use a 

good quality landing net with a fine, soft mesh and minimize stress by landing them as 

quickly as practical.          
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Cicadas began to get very vocal early in the new year and the extended hot dry period has 

seen their number increasing massively. We get occasional plague cicada years and this is 

lining up to be one. Anglers are reporting excellent dry fly action on all of our streams and 

rivers. 

Fishing on the deeper lakes has also benefitted from the hot weather. Increased 

temperatures increase trout appetite and this has resulted in the success of deepwater 

methods like jigging, downrigging and soft plastics.        

Trout Fishing Rules Up For Review 

Do you have any thoughts around improving the trout fishing rules? The ‘angling rules’ 

are reviewed every second season by the Eastern Region Fish and Game Council. 

Fish & Game Officer Matt Osborne says the ‘rules & regs’ for the 2022-23 fishing season 

are now being examined and submissions are welcome, “for all anglers and across all 

Eastern Region waters.” 

“Our sports fishing regulations are about setting rules to ensure the sustainability of 

fisheries, but without unnecessarily restricting angler opportunities,” Mr Osborne says. 

Fish & Game welcomes email submissions to mosborne@fishandgame.org.nz 

 

If you’d prefer to write, send your comments to Eastern Region Fish & Game, Private Bag 

3010, Rotorua 3046.  The deadline is 20 March 2022. 

The proposals for the 2022-23 season, will go before a meeting of the Eastern Fish & Game 

council in June 2022. If adopted, they would come into effect from 1 October next year. 

Boat Fishing How To – Tarawera 

 

A chunky Tarawera rainbow caught at depth. 

 

Our Boat Fishing How-to talk at Lake Tarawera on the 8th of 

January was well received by anglers. We covered some basic 

fish biology, fishing method and techniques to target fish and 

induce strikes from fussy ones! If you missed it, have a look at 

this publication which is also available through licence agents 

and the Fish & Game office:  

https://fishandgame.org.nz/dmsdocument/1588 

 

mailto:mosborne@fishandgame.org.nz
https://fishandgame.org.nz/dmsdocument/1588
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Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of 

20 free whole-season fishing licences: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6 

 

Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All Lakes And Streams 

Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region. 

Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3 

 

Tight Lines - Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game Officer.  

 

SUMMER INSECT WINDFALLS FOR OPPORTUNISTIC TROUT 

By Tony Orman 

 

Summer particularly in the South Island, can bring hard, hot, trying conditions for trout 

fishing. Those same soaring temperatures, at times towards 40 degrees Celsius, also 

provide trout with a couple of opportunities for veritable feasts. Cicadas start to emerge 

after New Year and trout are quick to seize the opportunity to grab the mega-sized meal of 

any cicadas that bumble into the water. 

 

Last summer Lawrie and I went fishing in the upper Wairau River. It’s wonderful 

wilderness country.  Just being there is a delight. Although it is truly wilderness with its 

plunging, exuberant river, beech forest and the rearing outline of the mountains, the access 

is ridiculously easy by a road between St Arnaud and Hanmer Springs. 

 

Lawrie and I trundled our way up valley, stopped at a bend, assembled gear and walked to 

the river. Immediately we spotted a very good fish, working away at its feeding in the 

typical brownie lie in front of a boulder. 

 

I left Lawrie to try for the big fish while  I crossed the river. I like to fish the side that most 

anglers, by habit, don’t fish. On the way up, the buzz of the cicadas was loud through the 

beech forest. I vowed I’d try a cicada pattern. 

 

So I started with a cicada and a dropper of a stonefly nymph. What an abomination to cast! 

Well for me anyhow. A brownie sidled up under the cicada, and I missed the take 

completely. To hell with a dropper! Off it came and I fished a cicada. Five metres upstream 

I spotted a good fish, again in front of a submerged boulder. The fish came up to the cicada, 

I murmured “Angelina Jolie” and I was hooked into a feisty brown, that came up out of the 

water, once, twice then dashed across river and the fly came away. 

 

Disappointed I reeled in and as I did, noticed the fish come back towards me and then 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
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upstream, to resume its original lie.  And the fish was finning, obviously returning to its 

feeding mood. 

 

Well the cicada failed to get a second response and who could blame an upper Wairau fish 

that can be so damned spooky after having flies tossed at them 7 days a week by other 

anglers and mostly a procession of guides and clients? 

 

A bit further upstream, I saw a fish slant up to the surface and then it was gone down into 

the swirling bubbles. The cicada drew a response from it and I landed a second, just a shade 

smaller than the first. 

 

The cicada is a much neglected pattern yet trout go dotty over it in midsummer. I should 

heed lessons more because I remember many years ago on the Wairau downstream near 

the Branch River confluence, finding a fish feeding like crazy. I cast and cast and cast, 

nymph after nymph after nymph to it until it finally took a big Hare and Copper nymph 

size 8. In the stomach were over a dozen big fat, juicy cicadas. The big Hare and Copper 

had passed for a drowned cicada. 

 

As I gutted it and found over a dozen big cicadas in it, I realised the cicadas were chirping 

away like crazy. I had failed to listen for the clue. 

 

On the Matakitaki River near Murchison, I found trout feeding on the surface in a long 

slow pool. I hauled a Muddler Minnow out of my fly box and tied it on. It’s a versatile fly, 

effective as a streamer-lure in some situations and also as the Americans call it, a “hopper” 

pattern, i.e. imitating a grasshopper. I took a couple of other trout too. 

 

That Muddler Minnow proved just the ticket on that and other days. 

 

Then last season I was again reminded of that day and the importance of cicadas for mid-  

summer trout. I found a fish on the Wairau River by the Renwick highway bridge cruising 

up and down feeding. Luckily this one was not selective. It took a pheasant tail nymph and 

because I needed just one trout for a dinner evening, I took it. Imagine my surprise when 

about 20 cicadas were revealed in its stomach. 

 

 Also this season just passed I was down in Central Otago and the trout were taking cicadas 

there. Over the winter tying up a few cicada patterns, is a good way to plan for next 

summer’s inevitable cicada windfall. 

 

Cicadas are a must in the fly box. Look what Norman Marsh wrote in his classic book 

“Trout Stream Insects in New Zealand”. “May the back country angler tread in peril of 
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fishless days who does not include in his repertoire of trout flies one that at least looks 

something like a cicada,” he wrote. 

 

You can tie up a cicada imitation yourself along the lines of the Muddler Minnow.  I think 

it’s probable a cicada imitation doesn’t have to be exact. It’s more the suggestive style 

rather than exact imitation that’s needed. In any case, there’s some excellent, very life-like 

imitation flies in most tackle shops. 

 

In fishing the river you can fish just  a cicada pattern “blind” just prospecting water. 

My doctor, a keen and adept fly fisherman, told me of fishing  Marlborough’s Wairau River 

one hot morning last summer. The cicadas were singing loudly. There was no visible trout 

activity but feeling not like walking a long way to cover several pools, he just fished 

promising-looking, riffle water with a cicada pattern, a floating line, upstream and just as 

you would a nymph. Using an indicator, two metres above the fly, he landed several, good 

hefty brown trout. from the one pool. 

 

Drowned cicadas are always likely to be in the current, particularly if there’s a wind to 

blow the insects in. Windfalls of big tucker like cicadas are relished by trout. One cicadas 

is worth in bulk, quite a few dozen mayfly nymphs! 

 

So you can fish a cicada pattern as a semi-drowned presentation or sitting on the surface as 

a dry fly. 

 

The other windfall for trout in mid-summer is the willow grub. In the warmth of summer, 

willow leaves overhanging most rivers, get a blighted appearance with small red blisters 

appearing. It’s easy to give the blisters a glance and put it down to heat blisters. However 

it is in reality, the home of a small light greenish-yellowish coloured maggot-like grub, the 

larva of the willow gall sawfly. 

 

It is known to entomologists as Pontania Proxima. But forget the Latin name. Trout don’t 

know Latin so it doesn’t matter to them. 

 

When the grub emerges from its home it gently drops on a silken thread to the ground, or 

onto the surface of a river because so many willows thrive along river banks, overhanging 

the water. 

 

I first encountered the willow grub on a Hawkes Bay stream, the Maraetotara. I found trout, 

a number of them under willows, feeding on the surface. Thanks to a friend’s advice, I 

learned it was trout feeding on willow grubs. Pedro’s favourite pattern was a size 16 pale 

lemon coloured grub with the merest suggestion of a hackle at the head. 
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The dropping of the willow grubs occurs in mid to late summer depending on the season. 

Trout can become very selective once they latch onto willow grubs lowering onto the water. 

The late Norman Marsh was under no illusions when he wrote in his fine book “Norman 

Marsh’s Flybox” that “once trout lock onto willow grubs they become very selective and 

it is the devil’s own job to catch them.” 

 

“During the later summer months if trout consistently refuse various artificials it is very 

likely they are sipping willow grubs.” 

 

The point to note is that the trout may not necessarily be under willows either! 

The small yellowish larvae can be washed downstream and near the surface as a waxy 

coating keeps them about the surface. 

 

Norman Marsh’s dressing in “Trout Stream Insects of New Zealand” involves brown tying 

thread, at least a size 16 - but preferably 18 -  light gauge hook, a primrose silk body and a 

head of brown thread. Since the grub has a small dark head, a turn of peacock herl may be 

worth incorporating, while I personally favour a very brief (half a turn?) of small hackle, 

perhaps blue dun. 

 

Trout feeding selectively on willow grubs are often, but not always, under willows. On 

occasions I have climbed a willow tree on the Motueka River and virtually dapped a willow 

grub in the path of a cruising fish. Once hooked, then it requires a fair dollop of dexterity 

to keep the trout on and climb down and net the fish. But it can be done - I know! 

First hook your fish, then worry about landing it, I say! 

 

Similarly fishing in under willows require a short, flick or roll cast. 

It is certainly very challenging trout fishing but isn’t that what trout fishing is all about? 

 

 
 

© Cicada - big juicy mouthful for summer trout 
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EVERY WETLAND COUNTS 

Posted on NZ Fish & Game Website on 2/2/2022 by Richie Cosgrove 

 

Eleven organisations call for doubling wetland 

extent by 2050  

Today on World Wetlands Day, eleven non-

governmental organisations are launching a new 

campaign, Every Wetland Counts He Piupiuaki 

Ia Rohe Kōreporepo, calling for the Prime 

Minister to set a goal of doubling the extent of 

natural wetlands in Aotearoa by 2050.  

“Wetlands are climate heroes,” says Forest & 

Bird Chief Executive Kevin Hague. “They can 

store large amounts of carbon, create a local 

cooling effect, and increase climate resilience by 

buffering communities from storm surges and 

floods.”  

Only 10%, or about 230,000 hectares, of New 

Zealand’s original wetlands remain. Wetlands 

continue to be threatened by agriculture, urban 

development, mining, quarrying, and landfills.  

Forest & Bird and 10 leading climate, environment, health, and recreation organisations 

are calling on the Government to think strategically about wetlands’ role in the face of 

climate change and asking for the Prime Minister and her ministers to:  

Double the extent of natural wetlands by 2050 with interim goals.  

Establish and implement an Aotearoa Wetland Protection and Restoration Plan for carbon 

sequestration and the mitigation of climate change effects with ambitious, measurable, and 

enforceable regional targets.  

Provide $100 million of additional government funding in the next four years to establish 

seed funding for new wetland restoration and paludiculture trials.  

Map current and historical mangrove, salt marsh, and sea grass extent by 2030.  

Require land managers to account for drained wetlands in the Emissions Trading Scheme, 

and protect and restore wetlands as emission reduction mechanisms in Farm Environment 

Plans.  
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Stop the current destruction of wetlands by agriculture, urban development, mining, 

quarrying, and landfills by ensuring existing regulations are not watered down – and are 

properly enforced.  

Groups that have endorsed the call are the National Wetland Trust, Greenpeace, Fish & 

Game, Choose Clean Water, World Wildlife Fund NZ, Generation Zero, Whitewater NZ, 

Game Bird Habitat Trust, Public Health Association, and OraTaiao Climate and Health 

Council.  

“Doubling the natural extent of wetlands in Aotearoa by 2050 is achievable and it is the 

most responsible thing we can do for the climate,” says Mr Hague.  

“In the short term, new laws must remain strong to halt the continued wetland damage and 

annihilation by destructive industries.”  

The National Environmental Standards for Freshwater, which came into effect in 2020, 

made earthworks within or near a natural wetland a prohibited activity if those works are 

likely to drain the wetland.  

But in 2021 the Government caved to industry and proposed ‘additional consenting 

pathways’ giving industries, including coal mining, the ability to destroy wetlands. A 

decision on this is expected in the first quarter of 2022.  

“In the midst of a climate crisis, landfills, quarrying and mining shouldn’t be prioritised 

over wetlands. And we cannot ignore the opportunity that restoring wetlands affords. 

Peatlands and coastal wetlands can store and sequester significant amounts of carbon.”  

Forest & Bird and the other groups are asking for $100 million of additional government 

funding over four years to establish seed funding for new wetland restoration and trials of 

paludiculture, the practice of crop production on wet soils.  

“There are already countless iwi and community wetland restoration projects happening 

around Aotearoa,” says Mr Hague. “We’d like to see high-level strategic thinking about 

how many hectares each region will aim to restore, and discussion around which wetland 

restorations will bring the greatest benefit.  

"This is urgent. We’re in a climate emergency, and while programmes like Jobs for Nature 

are valuable, they are not enough – wetland restoration for climate mitigation urgently 

needs resourcing and action.  

“We are looking to a future where healthy wetlands support a healthy climate, provide for 

community as mahinga kai food gathering places, and are home to thriving populations of 

native birds and fish.”  
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Simon with a great example of what summer fishing is all about! Photo courtesy of  

Simon Hoole. 

 

 

OUTDOOR GROUPS URGE A “NEW LOOK’ FOR DOC 

Special Report – NZFFA website – 8/02/22 

 

Some outdoor recreation-conservation groups are calling for a revision of the Department 

of Conservation priorities and targets following a recent National Radio interview with the 

department’s newly appointed director-general Penny Nelson. 

 

The new director general of DoC has taken over from Lou Sanson, after holding senior 

roles both with the Ministry for the Environment and the Ministry for Primary Industries. 

DoC is responsible for managing one-third of the country’s landmass and some say it’s 

time for fundamental reform.  

 

DoC  head Penny Nelson says there needs to be conversation about what people want 

conservation to look like. 

 

But some outdoor groups want a “new look”. 
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Laurie Collins of the Sporting Hunters Outdoor Trust welcomed the opportunity. 

 

“That conversation is much needed,” he says. “In my opinion a change is needed. 

“Bureaucrats often with ideological bents have had too much influence.” 

 

Tony Orman, spokesman for the Council of Outdoor Recreation Associations, said the 

organisation in its successive election charters had called for a revision of DoC’s priorities. 

“The charter urges re-ordering DoC’s priorities to making its three main priorities 

conservation, the environment and recreation, instead of its diversion into commercial 

undertakings,” he says. “Also the name be changed to Department of Conservation and 

Outdoor Recreation to emphasise its basic function to the public.” 

 

Ecological Reality 

 

Tony Orman says DoC’s culture needs to change to embrace ecological reality. “DoC must 

protect and maintain the public’s conservation estate to embrace the evolved 21st century 

ecosystem and not try to recreate and preserve a hypothetical 500 AD world.” 

 

Dr. Peter Trolove president of the NZ Federation of Freshwater Anglers, an advocacy for 

trout and salmon and rivers, said it had been disappointing in the light of the deterioration 

in rivers, to see little or no support from the department for Water Conservation Orders 

(WCO) designed to give waterways national park type protection. 

 

“WCOs are being undermined due to commercial exploitation for irrigation and power 

generation. Rivers are a finite resource and habitat not only for trout and salmon but native 

fish, which should particularly concern DoC.” 

 

Laurie Collins of the Sporting Hunters Outdoor Trust said new DOC director-general 

Penny Nelson told of audible bird song when living on Kapiti Island. He was critical of the 

department’s blanketing of public lands with the eco-toxin 1080. 

 

Having worked with the first trials of 1080 and subsequently in department work during 

his working career, he said 1080 devastated insects and most birds but not all avian species. 

“Nectar feeders such as tuis and bell birds – noisy singers –  are the least affected. On the 

other hand, insectivorous bird species, such as bush robins, tomtits, warblers, rifleman and 

others and predator or scavengers such as falcons, keas and wekas are devastated by the 

poison. Hearing just tuis and bellbirds sounds good but can give the wrong impression.” 
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Secondary Poisoning 

 

Each carcass or invertebrate such as worms killed by 1080 remained toxic. The decline in 

kiwi feeding on worms after 1080 could well be significant.  

 

Laurie Collins said he was concerned to hear Penny Nelson talk of genetic technology to 

eradicate “destructive invasive species like possums”. Having worked on possums on 

departmental work and as a possum trapper, he said the “invasive pest” tag was wrong. 

 

“Possums are demonised. They are a herbivore, not a predator and browsing of foliage has 

been a function of the ecosystem for millions of years.” Besides possum populations 

are low. “It’s so obvious by noting the very few road kills now,” he says. “Nor are they 

invasive as stated, since possums are slow breeders with one joey a year.” 

 

Laurie Collins said it became a vicious cycle as scare-mongering over possums led to aerial 

1080 drops that indiscriminately killed insects and birds. 

 

Possums are a resource with the fur fetching over 20 many times the value of crossbred 

sheep wool. 

 

Laurie Collins says DoC has become trapped in a time warp, with an anti-introduced phobia 

and an obsession with eco-poisons such as 1080 and brodifacoum. 

 

The new DoC director general has some formidable challenges to get DoC back on a reality 

course. “By talking and very importantly listening and hearing to practical people who 

understand the bush and the natural world, the new captain might steer DoC back on to a 

sensible course,” he says. 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 

 

It is a strange world we live in. Restrictions abound, particularly so for some, those with 

families overseas can still not connect physically unless they are prepared and financially 

able to sit in the MIQ queue for god knows how long, the northern hemisphere is finally 

returning to a semblance of normality, while the threat of Omicron hangs over us like the 

sword of Damocles. As I said, it is a strange world. 

 

There is only one thing to do, Go Fishing. 
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FISHING FUNNIES 
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 (Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna                       dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna         miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield             barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi 

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay                  iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote              hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806            pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz  

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote           maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 
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